
Don’t risk foreign object contamination in your final 
product. Detectapro products help you achieve 

Total Quality Assurance.

DETECTABLE PENS & MARKERS
All Detectapro pen bodies are produced from a specially 
formulated polypropylene mix, containing a non toxic 
detectable additive. Pens are detectable and rejectable by 
metal detection systems. Bodies are shatter proof, and will 
not splinter into small segments. Pens are available in different 
body colors making it ideal for isolation to specific production 
areas helping eliminate allergen transfer.

The RPEN and RLPEN have pressurized ink cartridges 
and are suitable for cold environment/freezer applications.

Detectapro markers are made of the same shatterproof 
polypropylene as our pens and come with a blue body. 
The cap is also detectable and fits snugly into the base 
so it will not get misplaced.
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Metal Detectable Products

RPEN Pressurized retractable detectable pen 
 Body color: Blue, Red or Green; Ink color: Black or Blue

RLPEN Pressurized retractable detectable pen w/lanyard connection 
 Body color: Blue; Ink color: Black or Blue

RJPEN Retractable detectable pen    
  Body color: Blue, Red or Green; Ink color: Black, Blue, Red 
 or Green

RJLPEN Retractable detectable pen w/lanyard connection
 Body color: Blue; Ink color: Black, Blue, Red or Green

RRB Roller ball retractable detectable pen
 Body color: Blue, Red or Green; Ink color: Black or Blue

RRLB Roller ball retractable with Lanyard connection detectable pen
 Body color: Blue Ink color: Black or Blue 

SPEN Stick detectable pen 
   Body color: Blue or Red; Ink color: Black, Blue, Red or Green

CPEN  Stick pen with clip detectable pen 
 Body color: Blue or Red; Ink color: Black, Blue, Red or Green

CSTYL Detectable stylus with clip; Blue body only

MPEN Detectable permanent marker, blue body only 
 Ink Color: Black, Blue, Green or Red

DEPEN Detectable dry erase marker, blue body only 
 Ink Color: Black, Blue, Green or Red

HLPEN Detectable hi-lighter, blue body only
 Ink Color: Yellow, Pink, Orange or Blue
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TIES & TAGS

CUTTING & SAFETY KNIVES

We have a variety of metal detectable labels and tags for use, depending on your application.

Ties - We offer three lengths of metal detectable cable ties; 5, 
8 and 14 inch. All come in packs of 100 and are available in 
blue only.

MDBCO2 (Fish) - The Fish is a standard safety utility knife 
with stainless steel blades. It features patented opposed exits 
at the back of the blade and a spring loaded retractable hook 
blade making it excellent for cutting straps.

MDBCO1 (Swan) - The Swan is specifically designed to 
cut multi layer paper, plastic bags and sacks. It’s patented 
opposed slopes at the back of the       reduces friction 
resistance which enables a smooth and more effective cut.

These knives have a plastic handle that is completely metal detectable so if lost or misplaced they can be found. 
Plastic handles provide a better grip than metal handles when they become damp or greasy especially on a 
gloved hand. We are currently offering 5 styles with numerous more options through special order. Our blades 
are made of 420 grade high carbon stainless steel with a Rockwell hardness of 53/55. We can also offer 
a variety of handle colors through special order if our standard blue handle does not meet your requirements. 

Both of these products have been ergonomically designed to require the least amount of effort to cut or open 
boxes, bags and to cut film off pallets.
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Tags - Our disposable tags come in two styles; one 
is a keyhole and the other is a self adhesive label. 
The keyhole tags come in 3 sizes and 7 different 
colors to distinguish days of the week. They can 
be used to identify totes, ingredient bags, todays 
production, racks or bins. Our self adhesive label 
can also be attached to racks, bins or as a visitor 
name tag. Permanent tags are available in 3 styles.

Our permanent tags are made of nitrile and come 
in three sizes. They can be used to identify company 
assets or for items needing to be identified in your 
production area.



SCRAPERS, PITCHERS, BRUSHES & SPOONS      

MDSCR01 Detectable flexible plastic scraper 1.5 mm thick 5.5" x 4"
MDSCR02 Detectable semi rigid plastic scraper 2.5 mm thick 5.5" x 5"
MDSCR03 Detectable rigid plastic scraper/dough cutter 3.5 mm thick  5.5" x 5"
MDWSCR01 (White) Flexible 3.75" x 6"
MDWSCR02 (White) Flexible 4.5" x 8"
MDSSCR01 Flexible stainless steel scraper w/plastic detectable grip 5" x 4"
MDSSCR02  Rigid stainless steel scraper/dough cutter 6" x 5"
 w/plastic detectable grip

MDB01 Bannister
MDB02 Churn
MDB03 Utility
MDB04 Small Broom
MDB05 Large Broom

Detectapro offers both flexible plastic, and stainless steel scrapers. Plastic scrapers are 100% detectable and 
are available in 3 sizes to fit most needs. Very Flexible (1.5mm thick), Semi Rigid (2.5 thick) and our Rigid 
(3.5mm thick) dough cutter scraper. rejectable by most metal detection systems Designed to be gentler on 
expensive equipment. Plastic scrapers are also available in a White Flexible model.

Stainless steel version has detectable plastic handle and is available in two sizes. The standard Flexible model 
and the Rigid dough cutter model.

Our metal detectable pitchers are 
available in both 1 litre and 2 litre 
sizes. Both pitchers have litre and 
ml measurements on the side. Entire 
pitcher is detectable

Brushes - 5 models to choose from. Brush bristles 
are detectable, the handle is not detectable.

MDJ2
MDJ
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MDSS3 3 inch long tasting spoon
MDSS5 5 inch long tasting spoon

Tasting Spoon - Our new 100% detectable tasting 
spoon allows for the important task of production area 
product sampling without the fear of final product 
contamination 3" long.



DETECTABLE RUBBER & PLASTIC PRODUCTS

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS

Our metal detectable rubber sheeting is available in silicone or SEBS Rubber. 
It is available in three thicknesses, 1.5mm, 3mm and 5mm. It can be used for 
a variety of purposes such as door seals, line sweeps, or to make gaskets, 
grommets or seals. It is ATEX approved to be static dissipative, so it is safe for 
use in atmospheres where non conductive products are required. We also offer 
metal detectable UHMW Polyethylene sheeting that can be used for a variety 
of purposes to make conveyor guides, stirring blades or a variety of plastic 
parts that are common to production areas. It is blue in color and comes in 
thicknesses from 10-50 mils.

Plastic Sheets 
and Rods

Metal Detectable Vat Drain Plug - This 
plug fits standard vat drains and measures 
17/16 and tapers up to 13/4 inches.

Metal Detectable Retaining Rings and 
Suction cups - Various styles and sizes of 
retaining rings and suction cups for conveyor 
belt applications.

Calculator - Detectable calculator 
has stainless steel chain to keep it 
from being misplaced.

Stainless Steel Key Ring - Our lanyard is made completely of stainless steel, including 
the internals. It can be used to attach pens or knives that need to remain in certain areas. 
Stainless steel cable is 48" long.

Signage - Two sizes of signs, 
4" x 6" and 8" x 12", inform
employees they are entering 
a Metal Detectable Product Area.

Stapless Stapler - This unique 
stapler creases and folds the 
paper together, eliminating 
sharp, potentially dangerous 
staples from making their way 
into the production area.

If your company uses plastic cutting boards in your production 
areas, reduce your chances of a contamination problem from 
a foreign object by incorporating the use of our metal 
detectable cutting boards. Easily cleaned and long lasting 
plus it will not dull knives as quickly as metal cutting boards. 
Measures 18" x 24" and 10mm thick.
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Cut Resistant Gloves - Cut resistant glove is CE approved to cut level 5. 
Produced from a specially engineered yarn, this cut level 5 glove is also 
ambidextrous so it will also work well as a liner. It can be washed 12 times 
and still retain its cut performance. This product is ideal for Food Processors, 
Glass Manufacturers, Sheet Metal Shops or any environment where good cut 
resistance protection is required.


